
26864FMA-11

11' Monterey Market Umbrella

Base Price: $699.00 See Product Details

Local Pick Up & Delivery Lead Time: Arrives in 6-12 weeks

This solid fiberglass market umbrella is manufactured using the most resilient materials available.

Details

Description

The half-inch thick fiberglass ribs allow the frame to bend and flex easily in windy conditions, while the durable
aluminum center pole, and maintenance-free resin and stainless-steel parts ensure this umbrella will provide
years of worry-free shade. Choose from a heavy gauge pulley system, sturdy crank no-tilt, or industry-best
crank auto tilt. Available in six sizes and seven beautiful frame finishes, the Monterey is designed to allow you to
bring commercial durability home to your cherished outdoor living space.

Crank Lift / Auto Tilt

The ONLY crank auto tilt in the industry designed and warranted for commercial use. A cast 316 stainless-steel
crank and 60° of effortless tilt assures shade at any time of the day.

Features:

316 cast solid stainless steel crank handle and axle
1/2” fiberglass ribs and struts for maximum strength and flexibility
1.5” diameter center pole with a 1/8” aluminum wall thickness provides incredible strength and durability



Stainless steel grommets attach the canopy securely to the frame
Modular design
Stainless steel hardware throughout

Specifications

11' OCTAGON

Height:108"

Clearance: 83"

Upper pole: 77"

Lower pole: 37"

Mast diameter: 1.5"

Weight: 27 lbs.

Mounting Options

Properly securing your umbrella is crucial to ensuring years of sun protection and longevity. Frankford’s
umbrellas are all thoroughly tested and built to ensure durability and longevity, however we do not recommend
the use of any non-permanent umbrella in unsafe wind conditions. The size and installation location of your
umbrella play a significant role when selecting the base/anchoring method required for safe operation.

 

Concrete filled premium aluminum shell with wheels.

 
100A*  150A*

Weight:  100 lbs.  Weight:  150 lbs.
Width:  24"  Width:  30"
Height:  4"  Height:  4"

*Sold Separetely

 

FINISHES

Matte Silver

In Stock & Special Orders

Fabrics currently in stock:

NBA Navy Blue



Finish currently in stock:

Matte Finish

All fabrics and Finish are Special orders. Contact us at 612.866.8433 for any question with fabrics/Finish or lead
times.
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